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You will encounter a stranger 
with whom you have to build a 
new design world order.

http://trojanhorse.fi/symposium SIPRI - designer

Long career, has been part of several associations 
and promoting organisations. Finds taking part in 
the symposium a little exhausting, but is a great 
fan of the keynote speaker.
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PASSION: knowing who is who 
and who wants to be who

LOOK: outspoken and 
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fear

love (or passion?)

They want to rule 
the design world, together.

A relationship without trust is
like a phone without service.

I admire your signature.

I missed you.
Maybe a bit too much.

I didn’t choose you,
my hearth did.

just friends?

very strong professional respect and interest.

I feel secure, when you are with me.

Belong together, 
what ever it means.

I wish i could be as naive!

I need you when I’m alone.

They must both know they are in fact (like) twins but they 

just don't want to see that.

share a desire to express themselves more artistically, 
beyond the rules of Planet A’s design scene

You are the only one here 
who is actually radical!

I really like you as a human being, and I 
Would like to know what you are as a person
other than a designer.

I dont know what it is that we share, but i like it.

Secredly:
“I can’t promise you 
the world, but I will 
buy you pizza and 
touch your butt.”

The Relationship Structure 
In the Beginning of the Symposium
10.2.2014



Subject:  Viridian Note 00003:  Viridian Design Principles

Key concepts:  Viridian design principles

Attention Conservation Notice:  This is a first draft
for a master-list of Viridian principles of design.
It is fragmentary.  If you skip this now, you will almost 
certainly see it again later, much improved.

Sources: an original composition

Links:  none so far

Viridian Principles 1.0

A.  Futurist principles

"Eat What You Kill"

It's perfectly acceptable to supersede some time-honored 
tool or practice.  However, you should take pains to fully 
comprehend the thing you have rendered obsolescent.  You 
are removing some part, however modest, of the 
infrastructure of civilization.  You are destroying the 
work of previous designers; you should offer them the 
respect you yourself would hope for, under similar 
circumstances.   This is for your own good.   You can't 
comprehend your own accomplishment until you have fully 
internalized and understood the accomplishment that you 
are undoing.

"Avoid the Timeless, Embrace Decay"

Platonic visions of absolute reality, and Christian 
visions of eternity, are very unhealthy for bipedal 
mammals in a biosphere.   Nothing physical is eternal.
It's very  bad design to create some device which quickly 
ceases to function, while its useless components persist 
around us, ugly and dangerous.   Entropy deserves our 
respect and attention.  Entropic processes such as 
corrosion, rot, rust, degradation, delamination, and 
disintegration should be closely studied, harnessed for 
industrial use, and even aestheticized.

"Planned Evanescence"

"Planned Obsolescence" means that a product will be driven 
off the market, within a known time-frame, by some 
purported improvement.  The Viridian principle  of 



"Planned Evanescence" extends this practice by demanding 
that the product and all its physical traces should 
gracefully disintegrate and vanish entirely.

"The Future is History -- Be When You Are"

The future is not a stage set.  The past is not a sacred 
myth. The past and the future are this place at a 
different time.  The future is advancing upon you, and the 
past retreating, at a remorseless rate of one second per 
second.  You can seek understanding anywhere, but you can 
only act in the moment.  "You Own Modernity." It's easy to 
get transfixed by romantic ideas of historical 
inevitability: glamorous marches of progress, or gruesome 
congenital declines.  But your own epoch is your own 
problem.  If you call yourself "post" or "former," or 
"neo" or "retro,"  you are begging for someone else's 
troubles.

"History Accumulates"

The arrow of time moves only in one direction.   As long 
as civilization persists and our records multiply, we 
have more and more history.   The compost of history is 
thicker  for us than it was for our predecessors -- and 
thinner than it will be for our descendants.  We need 
better ways to manage our increasing wealth of history.

B.  Moral Principles

"Look at the Underside First"

Legions of people are paid large sums to promote the 
positive aspects of commercially available products.
Very few people earn their daily bread by pointing out 
malfunctions, bugs, screw-ups, design failures, side-
effects and the whole sad galaxy of trade-offs and 
failings that are inherent in any technological artifact.  
To counteract this gross social imbalance, a wise designer 
and a wise critic will make it a matter of principle to 
look at the underside first.

"Design For Evil"

Any innocent product which becomes suddenly genocidal in 
the hands of a tyrant has been designed by a dangerous 
naif. Every design process is incomplete unless it takes 
into careful consideration what could be done with the 
product by a dictatorial megalomaniac in command of a 
national economy, a secret police, and a large army.



"Design for the Old"

The median age is advancing steadily around the world.  
The 21st century will have a historically unprecedented 
demographic structure.   Short of catastrophe and mass 
slaughter, we will never see the 20th century's youthful 
demographics again.   The senior members of society have 
their own ergonomics and anthropometrics.  If you don't 
design for them, you're designing for an ever-shrinking 
fraction of the world. 

"Superstition Isn't Inspiration"

Creative inspiration isn't a lab product, but it doesn't 
come from your fairy godmother, either.  There's no 
effective substitute for experimental verification and 
reproducible results.   A tarot deck can trigger strong 
feelings of creative insight, but it doesn't convey  
higher wisdom.  Like horoscopes and ouija boards, it uses 
suggestion to allow you to tell yourself a story that you 
already know.  Don't mistake mystic wish-fulfillment and 
the promptings of your unconscious for objective evidence.  
It's a breach of taste to imagine that the vagaries of 
your own imagination are more interesting than the world. 

C.  Political Principles

"Viridian Inactivism"

Activism is an attention hog, and very time and energy 
intensive.  A better approach is to find the things you 
are doing that intensify the problem, and just 
cease doing them.  Put in less overtime.  Sleep late.  
Have a nap after lunch.  Burn less midnight oil.  Park 
your car, turn off all the lights in your apartment, and 
go outside in the sunshine and read a book.   Spend an 
hour on your mascara if you feel like it.  Don't allow 
yourself to be spooked into Stakhanovite overdrive; seek 
command of your own life, and enjoy being yourself. 

"Do Less With Less"

We're altering the climate by burning too much fossil 
fuel.  We should struggle valiantly to find alternative 
sources of energy, but it's rather more gratifying to 
simply become less frenetic.  What exactly are we doing at 
the moment that is worth ruining the climate for?  Relax.

"There's No One So Green As the Dead"



Zealous moralistic arguments about who is more-Green-than-
thou are very counterproductive.  We're all adding to the 
global CO2 load as long as we continue to breathe.  Dead 
people are the ultimate Greens  (trumped only by people 
who never existed in the first place).  If you feel 
helpless with guilt because of your bad environmental 
habits, pause and think of the very brief time in which 
you employ the earth's resources, and the long, long eons 
in which you'll be just raw material again.

D.  Principles of the Avant-technogarde

"The Biological Isn't Logical"

Design tends to follow the leading technical products of 
its period; in an age of aviation, even pencil-sharpeners 
are streamlined.  Given this longstanding trend, the 
coming bio-genetic technical revolution should produce a 
biomorphic epoch in 21st century design.  But the living 
world was not designed by a teleological, rationalist, 
reductionist process.   The living world grew irrationally 
through non-systematic, genetic exploration of niche 
possibilities, pruned back by natural selection and 
occasional massive disasters.   So if you're building 
distributed networks, learn from crabgrass.   

"Augment Reality:  Aestheticize All Sensors"

From the age of desktop calculation, through the age of 
networking and bandwidth, computation/communication will 
progress toward omnipresent, on-chip sensors, the 
"intelligent environment" or "augmented reality."  While 
calculation is mathematical, and bandwidth is highly 
technical, sensors must interact with the human sensorium, 
and are therefore a strong aesthetic challenge.  Sensors, 
instrumentation, and mediated monitoring systems of all 
kinds are the next aesthetic frontier.

"Make the Invisible Visible"

Our primary advantage over previous generations of artists 
and graphic designers is that we can see much better than 
they could.   We can manipulate, store, create and analyze 
graphic imagery with historically unprecedented ease and 
power.   This trend should be recognized, advanced,  and 
artistically exploited.  Advances in instrumentation can 
be used to change the zeitgeist.  If carbon dioxide were 
blood-red, our skies would look ominous indeed.



"Less Mass, More Data"

Physical resources should be replaced with information 
when possible.  If you always know where something is, you 
don't have to chain it up.   If it can see stress coming 
and duck, it doesn't need to be sturdy.   If it pops up 
and vanishes repeatedly on signal, it doesn't have to take 
abuse.

"Tangible Cyberspace"

The obverse of "Less Mass, More Data" is "Tangible 
Cyberspace," introducing computer-generated artifacts and 
processes into the basic texture of the physical world.  
This transcends mere CAD-CAM, in that it seeks for a 
profound new interrelationship of the computational and 
the environmental.  We seek to make the screen permeable, 
and to turn "computers" into worldly, sensual entities.

"Seek the Biomorphic and the Transorganic"

"Nature" is over.  There's not a liter of seawater 
anywhere without its share of PCB and DDT, and an altered 
climate will reshuffle the ecological deck for every 
creature that breathes.  A 21st century avant-garde must 
deal with those consequences and thrive in that world.   
We have already painted flowers.  We want to know what a 
flower means when a flower has onboard processing, amped-
up genetics, and its own agenda.  Thus a central Viridian 
aesthetic dictum:  "A Rose is No Longer a Rose."

"Datamine Nature"

"Seeking Truth From Nature" was a rhetorical and 
ideological support of the Pre-Raphaelites and Art 
Nouveau.  It worked well twice and can work again.  Since 
our understanding of natural processes has advanced so 
hugely, there is a wealth of aesthetic novelty to be found 
in previously invisible aspects of nature, such as 
cellular metabolism, noninvasive medical imaging, 
hybridomas and chimeras, artificial life entities, and 
chemosynthetic life forms.

"Grow Complexity"

It is now absurdly simple to create graphic patterns of 
any level of busy-ness and complexity.  Without human 
aesthetic intervention, this art is puerile and ugly.  A 
Viridian aesthetic looks for patterns that are both 
tasteful and previously impossible.



E.  Research Principles

"Walk Through the Walls of Knowledge Guilds"

The boundaries that separate art, science, medicine, 
literature, computation, engineering, and design and craft 
generally are not divinely ordained.  The most galling of 
these boundaries are socially generated entities meant to 
protect the power-interests of knowledge guilds.  This is 
not to say that that all research techniques are 
identical, or that their results are all equally valid 
under all circumstances: quantum physics isn't opera.  But 
there exists a sensibility that can serenely ignore 
intellectual turf war, and comprehend both physics and 
opera.  You won't be able to swing a grant or sing an aria 
by knocking politely at the stage door. They won't seat 
you at the  head of the table and slaughter the fatted 
calf. But you can take photographs, plant listening 
devices and leave.  If you choose, you can step outside 
the boundaries history makes for you.  You can walk 
through walls.

ADDENDUM:  We are looking for more Viridian principles, 
and improvements in the above formulations.  We are also 
searching for designed objects in today's environment that 
seem to be exemplars of some or all of these Viridian 
principles, so that we can trumpet them, and lavish praise 
upon them.  We are also looking hard for evil counter-
exemplars that violate our principles, so that we can lash 
them with critical scorn.  Please send your candidates to 
bruces@well.com.



Bruce Mau - Incomplete Manifesto for Growth

1. Allow events to change you. 
You have to be willing to grow. Growth is different from something that happens to 
you. You produce it. You live it. The prerequisites for growth: the openness to 
experience events and the willingness to be changed by them.

2. Forget about good. 
Good is a known quantity. Good is what we all agree on. Growth is not necessarily 
good. Growth is an exploration of unlit recesses that may or may not yield to our 
research. As long as you stick to good you’ll never have real growth.

3. Process is more important than outcome. 
When the outcome drives the process we will only ever go to where we’ve already 
been. If process drives outcome we may not know where we’re going, but we will 
know we want to be there.

4. Love your experiments (as you would an ugly child). 
Joy is the engine of growth. Exploit the liberty in casting your work as beautiful 
experiments, iterations, attempts, trials, and errors. Take the long view and allow 
yourself the fun of failure every day.

5. Go deep. 
The deeper you go the more likely you will discover something of value.

6. Capture accidents. 
The wrong answer is the right answer in search of a different question. Collect wrong 
answers as part of the process. Ask different questions.

7. Study. 
A studio is a place of study. Use the necessity of production as an excuse to study. 
Everyone will benefit.

8. Drift. 
Allow yourself to wander aimlessly. Explore adjacencies. Lack judgment. Postpone 
criticism.

9. Begin anywhere. 
John Cage tells us that not knowing where to begin is a common form of paralysis. 
His advice: begin anywhere.

10. Everyone is a leader. 
Growth happens. Whenever it does, allow it to emerge. Learn to follow when it 
makes sense. Let anyone lead.

11. Harvest ideas. 
Edit applications. Ideas need a dynamic, fluid, generous environment to sustain life. 
Applications, on the other hand, benefit from critical rigor. Produce a high ratio of 
ideas to applications.



12. Keep moving. 
The market and its operations have a tendency to reinforce success. Resist it. Allow 
failure and migration to be part of your practice.

13. Slow down. 
Desynchronize from standard time frames and surprising opportunities may present 
themselves.

14. Don’t be cool. 
Cool is conservative fear dressed in black. Free yourself from limits of this sort.

15. Ask stupid questions. 
Growth is fueled by desire and innocence. Assess the answer, not the question. 
Imagine learning throughout your life at the rate of an infant.

16. Collaborate. 
The space between people working together is filled with conflict, friction, strife, 
exhilaration, delight, and vast creative potential.

17. ____________________. 
Intentionally left blank. Allow space for the ideas you haven’t had yet, and for the 
ideas of others.

18. Stay up late. 
Strange things happen when you’ve gone too far, been up too long, worked too hard, 
and you’re separated from the rest of the world.

19. Work the metaphor. 
Every object has the capacity to stand for something other than what is apparent. 
Work on what it stands for.

20. Be careful to take risks. 
Time is genetic. Today is the child of yesterday and the parent of tomorrow. The work 
you produce today will create your future.

21. Repeat yourself. 
If you like it, do it again. If you don’t like it, do it again.

22. Make your own tools. 
Hybridize your tools in order to build unique things. Even simple tools that are your 
own can yield entirely new avenues of exploration. Remember, tools amplify our 
capacities, so even a small tool can make a big difference.

23. Stand on someone’s shoulders. 
You can travel farther carried on the accomplishments of those who came before 
you. And the view is so much better.

24. Avoid software. 
The problem with software is that everyone has it.



25. Don’t clean your desk. 
You might find something in the morning that you can’t see tonight.

26. Don’t enter awards competitions. 
Just don’t. It’s not good for you.

27. Read only left-hand pages. 
Marshall McLuhan did this. By decreasing the amount of information, we leave room 
for what he called our "noodle."

28. Make new words. 
Expand the lexicon. The new conditions demand a new way of thinking. The thinking 
demands new forms of expression. The expression generates new conditions.

29. Think with your mind. 
Forget technology. Creativity is not device-dependent.

30. Organization = Liberty. 
Real innovation in design, or any other field, happens in context. That context is 
usually some form of cooperatively managed enterprise. Frank Gehry, for instance, 
is only able to realize Bilbao because his studio can deliver it on budget. The myth of 
a split between "creatives" and "suits" is what Leonard Cohen calls a ‘charming 
artifact of the past.’

31. Don’t borrow money. 
Once again, Frank Gehry’s advice. By maintaining financial control, we maintain 
creative control. It’s not exactly rocket science, but it’s surprising how hard it is to 
maintain this discipline, and how many have failed.

32. Listen carefully. 
Every collaborator who enters our orbit brings with him or her a world more strange 
and complex than any we could ever hope to imagine. By listening to the details and 
the subtlety of their needs, desires, or ambitions, we fold their world onto our own. 
Neither party will ever be the same.

33. Take field trips. 
The bandwidth of the world is greater than that of your TV set, or the Internet, or 
even a totally immersive, interactive, dynamically rendered, object-oriented, real-
time, computer graphic–simulated environment.

34. Make mistakes faster. 
This isn’t my idea — I borrowed it. I think it belongs to Andy Grove.

35. Imitate. 
Don’t be shy about it. Try to get as close as you can. You’ll never get all the way, and 
the separation might be truly remarkable. We have only to look to Richard Hamilton 
and his version of Marcel Duchamp’s large glass to see how rich, discredited, and 
underused imitation is as a technique.

36. Scat. 



When you forget the words, do what Ella did: make up something else … but not 
words.

37. Break it, stretch it, bend it, crush it, crack it, fold it.

38. Explore the other edge. 
Great liberty exists when we avoid trying to run with the technological pack. We can’t 
find the leading edge because it’s trampled underfoot. Try using old-tech equipment 
made obsolete by an economic cycle but still rich with potential.

39. Coffee breaks, cab rides, green rooms. 
Real growth often happens outside of where we intend it to, in the interstitial spaces 
— what Dr. Seuss calls "the waiting place." Hans Ulrich Obrist once organized a 
science and art conference with all of the infrastructure of a conference — the 
parties, chats, lunches, airport arrivals — but with no actual conference. Apparently it 
was hugely successful and spawned many ongoing collaborations.

40. Avoid fields. 
Jump fences. Disciplinary boundaries and regulatory regimes are attempts to control 
the wilding of creative life. They are often understandable efforts to order what are 
manifold, complex, evolutionary processes. Our job is to jump the fences and cross 
the fields.

41. Laugh. 
People visiting the studio often comment on how much we laugh. Since I’ve become 
aware of this, I use it as a barometer of how comfortably we are expressing 
ourselves.

42. Remember. 
Growth is only possible as a product of history. Without memory, innovation is merely 
novelty. History gives growth a direction. But a memory is never perfect. Every 
memory is a degraded or composite image of a previous moment or event. That’s 
what makes us aware of its quality as a past and not a present. It means that every 
memory is new, a partial construct different from its source, and, as such, a potential 
for growth itself.

43. Power to the people. 
Play can only happen when people feel they have control over their lives. We can’t 
be free agents if we’re not free.



Anton Vidokle

Art without

Work?

I recently recalled the precise moment when it

first occurred to me that I would like to become

an artist. I grew up in Moscow, and my father was

a self-taught musician working at the circus.

Circus artists work extremely hard physically: the

amount of daily practice and physical exercise

necessary to perform acrobatic acts or walk a

tightrope is really enormous. They practice and

exercise all day and perform by night Ð itÕs nearly

a twenty-four-hour-a-day job.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThere was a birthday party for one of the

kids in the building we lived in, which belonged

to the union of circus artists. The children at the

party, all about five or six years old, were children

of clowns, animal trainers, and so forth. We were

watching a cartoon on TV and at some point a

conversation started about what we wanted to

become when we grew up. Following the usual

suggestions like a cosmonaut or a fireman, one

of the kids said that he wanted to be a fine artist,

because they do not work. I was very shy as a kid,

so I did not say much, but thought to myself that

this boy was really clever and that I too did not

want to work and should therefore try to become

an artist.

The State Circus, USSR, Moscow, 1965.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIronically, this momentary realization

ultimately pointed me on a trajectory that led to

a perpetual state of work for many years: while
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Mladen Stilinovic, Artist At Work, 1977.
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my classmates in school tended to just hang out

or play sports after class, I went to drawing

lessons every evening. When my family moved to

America, I enrolled in three schools

simultaneously: the School of Visual Arts by day,

Art Students League classes by night, and group

life drawing lessons on weekends. Somehow the

idea of not working went out the window, and all

throughout my artistic education the emphasis

was on work: the idea being that I had to fill all

my available time with learning and practice, and

that the sheer effort of this was bound to make

me an artist. Perhaps this occupation of time

was also practice for my future career: being a

professional artist in a society where labor and

time are still the ultimate producers of value. So

the logic was that if all my time was filled with

the labor of learning the skills of an artist,

perhaps something of value would be produced,

leading to a lifetime occupation by artistic labor.

Thinking was of relatively little importance within

this scenario.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI have to add that the system of non-

university art education at the time (the 1980s)

aided such an approach, because it made it

possible to avoid academic studies almost

entirely Ð literature, history, philosophy, and so

forth Ð in favor of studio practice geared toward

contriving some sort of artistic style that would

be marketable. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSometime in graduate school I started to

get the sense that all this was not getting me

very far artistically, that some other approach or

modality of practice was possible. I donÕt mean

getting far only in terms of a career Ð although I

remember this being a fairly serious concern for

most people in my program Ð but on a basic level

of just not not being convinced that the paintings

and objects I was making were particularly

compelling as art objects despite all the labor I

put into making them. Thus there was a real

urgency to find some other way to go about this,

but what this other way could be was confusing

and very mystifying: it was not so much about

becoming a slacker artist, but rather a

realization that an entirely different type of

engagement was necessary in order for an

artistic practice to make sense beyond

appearances Ð beyond merely looking like art. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSince the early twentieth century, much of

the advanced analysis of art production refers to

the position of the artist and the intellectual as

cultural workers. I think that it probably seemed

highly desirable to see yourself as a member of

the most dynamic class, a class that was

expected to dominate the making of history: the

working class. While rereading The Communist

Manifesto some time ago, it was interesting to

note how sure Marx was that the middle class

(from which a vast majority of Òcultural

producersÓ actually come) is merely a small and

historically insignificant group that is destined to

vanish during the final confrontation between

the bourgeoisie and the proletariat: a battle from

which the proletariat was expected to emerge

victorious, bringing about the end of History.

What progressive agent of culture would want to

belong to the middle class, this vanishing

species?

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊTo this day, many in the field of art insist on

using the term Òcultural producer,Ó a term that

supposedly blurs differences between different

participants in the art industry Ð artists,

curators, critics, historians, administrators, and

patrons of art Ð on the assumption that we are

all working together to produce meaning and

thus culture.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊMuch of this language and thinking is

predicated on the privileged position of work:

that in order for art to come into being, work

needs to be done Ð hard work, important work,

expert work, work of art, art work. While there is

a lot of disagreement about what type of work is

actually required, who should or can do it, or if

and how they should be trained for it, it is rarely

questioned whether work is actually necessary

or essential to the production of art. Duchamp

mused whether there could be a work Ònot of

art,Ó but can there also be an art without work?

The readymade is something that immediately

comes to mind, yet I feel that using existing

objects produced by the labor of others does not

solve this particular problem, because it is not

about simply delegating, outsourcing, or

appropriating. In other words, if the labor of art

production is outsourced to others, while the

artist and the market benefit by the surplus

value it produces, it is merely a perpetuation of

the exploitation that creates conditions of

alienation in our society. What I mean by art

without work is perhaps closer to a situation

where you play a musical instrument for the

sheer enjoyment of making music, where the

activity is a pleasurable one not defined by labor

or work per se. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊNaturally, making art objects requires labor

and work, but art does not exclusively belong to

the realm of objects. For example, some years

ago I was looking at Matisse paintings at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art. As I was leaving the

museum, I became aware of a residual sensation

that looking at these paintings produced: for

some time I was actually seeing things on the

street according to the visual logic of the

paintings. This made me think that this is exactly

where the ÒartÓ of Matisse resides Ð in this

ephemeral yet incredibly powerful effect that

occurs when you are not looking at the paintings

themselves. However, because these works are

such expensive, sought-after objects, the
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museum frames the experience of encountering

them as the veneration of fetish objects, where

the emphasis is placed on the object itself rather

than what it can trigger within the subject. This

is very unfortunate. It seems to me that art

resides within and in between subjects, and

subjects donÕt always require work to produce

themselves. For example, falling in love, or

having a religious or aesthetic experience does

not require work, so why should art require work

to come into being?

Hannah Arendt striking a leisurely pose. Manomet, Mass., 1950.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊConceptual art becomes an important

modality of practice in this respect: while

conceptual artists managed to shift much of the

work involved in art production to the viewer via

self-reflexive framing, and explicitly stated that

objects of art need not be made at all,

1

 I feel that

the ethos of their approach is something quite

different than the condition I am trying to

describe. Not surprisingly, much of conceptual

art suffered the same fate as Matisse, ending up

as prized objects in private and public

collections.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAnother aspect of all this is a certain shift

that art underwent with the industrialization of

society. In traditional societies, that which we

now call art was something more practical or

utilitarian in nature: it had a clear decorative,

religious, or other use value, and it did not

require a special social space/framework, like an

exhibition or a museum, within which to become

understandable as art. In this sense art was

much more integrated in everyday life and did

not involve the kind of suspension of reality that

many artists of our time find so frustrating: a

context in which you have freedom to utter

virtually anything, but on the condition that itÕs

not real because itÕs art. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe question of work has also become a

very polemical issue these days, and particularly

so in the field of art and culture. What is work for

an artist within our post-Fordist blur between

life and work, freedom and alienation? ItÕs useful

to refer to distinctions that Hannah Arendt draws

between labor, work, and action. For Arendt,

labor corresponds to a basic need for human life

to sustain itself, such as farming, preparation of

food, etc. Work goes beyond the satisfaction of

immediate needs and corresponds to the human

ability to build and maintain a world fit for

human use, while action is Òthe only activity that

goes on directly between men without the

intermediary of things or matter, [and]

corresponds to the human condition of

plurality.Ó

2

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI suppose ArendtÕs understanding of this

was inspired by the ancient Greeks, who frowned

on the idea of work: labor was for slaves; free

citizens were expected to engage in politics,

poetry, philosophy, but not work. The only type of

occupation not looked down upon was

apparently that of a shepherd, presumably

because when one herds animals, one is not fully

occupied and thus free to think.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWhile I am not completely sure that action,

in ArendtÕs beautiful definition, is always

applicable in describing conditions that enable

the production of art, I suspect that certain types

of art practices can turn labor and work into

action, and in doing so, free art from a

dependence on labor and work.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊHistorically there have been different

approaches to realizing this, yet all seem to

converge on a concern with conditions of

production. If art is produced as an outcome of

certain conditions (rather then simply an act of

genius, which is not interesting or possible to

discuss), then creating such conditions would

actually produce art. If the ultimate conditions of

production are the world and life (rather than a

studio or art museum), it would then follow that a

certain way of living, of being in the world, would

in itself result in the production of art: no workÊis

necessary. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSuch interdependence between art and life,

and the state of the subject therein, was a

central concern for many artists of the early-

twentieth-century avant-gardes. It seems that

the thinking at the time was that the production

of a new way of life would not only result in the

production of a groundbreaking, revolutionary

art, but also the other way around: that the

production of a new type of art would result in a

new way of life and, in turn, a new subject. One

of the instances of this is Lef magazine, co-

published by Rodchenko, Mayakovsky, and

others, the explicit goal of which was to produce

such a new subject through exposing its readers

to new content and form, to new art.
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Rirkrit Tiravanija serving soup at Time/Food, Abrons' Arts Center, NYC, 2011. Photo: Mila Zacharias.
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Alexander Rodchenko's cover of LEF magazine, 1924.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊLast winter I spent a lot of time looking at

WarholÕs films from around the mid-Õ60s. I found

the complex structure he put in place for the

production of these films really interesting: while

WarholÕs silkscreen paintings from this period

garner most attention from art historians (in part

because they are expensive objects in museums

and private collections), it is as if he had them

made in order to fund his films, which were

expensive to create but produced no income. ItÕs

tempting to understand this simply as a situation

where someone works explicitly for money to

fund the production of his Òreal workÓ Ð his art.

However this simple dichotomy does not play out

here: Warhol is very blunt about his apparent

indifference to the production of his paintings

and objects in interviews from that period, where

he is clear that not only are the paintings and

objects physically made by studio assistants, but

even their subject matter is determined by

others, and his involvement in the films is not

very different Ð the screenplays are written by

someone else, he does not direct the actors, or

shoot the films, or edit them. The set for the

most part is just his studio: the Factory.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne of my personal favorites is a film called

The Couch (1964), in which, according to Gerard

Malanga (who found the featured red couch on

the street and brought it to the Factory),

documents the fact that every time other

activities at the Factory were finished or

exhausted, someone would just start filming the

couch and whatever was taking place on it at the

moment: conversations, eating, sex, and so

forth. The films do not seem to be made to be

watched in their entirety, which is something

that would be hard for most filmmakers to

accept: you want the audience to see the totality

of your work, no matter how experimental, and

itÕs frustrating when people stop paying attention

or leave midway through the piece. Yet the

majority of WarholÕs films seem to have a built-in

indifference to this.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn one of the interviews I saw, from 1966 or

so, Warhol says point blank that he has not

worked in three years and is not working at the

time of the interview. ItÕs easy to assume that

this is only another evasive maneuver or

provocation, which he was so good at during

interviews, yet it seems to me that he was

actually being very direct: having created certain

conditions for production, he was present, yet

did not need to work in order for significant art to

come into being. Perhaps he was simply being

physically present within the structure he set in

motion. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt also seems to me that the most important

mechanism of the Factory, its central activity,

was not so much the production of art objects or

films, but the production of very particular social

relations: a new way of life that in turn resulted

in films and other things. Warhol, the proponent

of Business Art, may seem to be artistically far

from the idealist or utopian avant-garde, but the

structures he was using were not so dissimilar: a

certain kind of de-personalization of an artwork

using a collective approach rooted in a creative

community Ð strangely reminiscent of De Stijl,

Bauhaus, and so forth Ð all of which placed just

as strong an emphasis on the reorganization of

life and social relations as on the production of

art. I find that, far from being dated or obsolete,

this type of model is of particular significance

today, facilitated and amplified by the

emergence of powerful and free tools for

communication, production, and dissemination

found mostly on the internet, which together

create a possibility for a degree of autonomy

from capital.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊA different yet sympathetic approach to not

working can be found in the artistic practice of

Rirkrit Tiravanija. Although his work has been

fully absorbed and valorized by art institutions

and the market, he is rather adamant that much

of his activity is not art at all. In fact, once you

start questioning him, it turns out that almost

nothing he does, with the exception of the

occasional painting, sculpture, or drawing, is, in
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his opinion, art. And this is not mere posing or a

provocation: it seems to me that this comes from

a deep reverence for a certain capacity of the

everyday and a desire to explore this capacity to

its fullest, most radical extent.

Filmstill from Andy Warhol's The Couch, 1964.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊA couple of years ago we did something in

New York which involved turning e-fluxÕs

storefront into a kind of a free meal/discussion

space where three days of conversations on

contemporary art took place during lunch and

dinner sessions. Rirkrit did most of the cooking,

with some help from his assistants and friends. I

never noticed how much Rirkrit actually works

when he cooks for a large number of people.

Each of the three days started early, around

seven or eight in the morning, with food

shopping. Food preparation started around

eleven, to be ready in time for lunch sessions,

followed by a couple of hours of cleaning. Then

shopping again for dinner (no refrigerator during

the hot New York summer), cooking, and cleaning

again until past midnight. Not having a real,

equipped kitchen makes food preparation,

cooking, and cleaning very labor intensive. On

the other hand, spending most of his time in the

improvised backyard kitchen allowed Rirkrit to

not engage in the conversation and to not speak

or answer questions about his art, which is

something I think he does not like to do. When

asked if what he was doing is art, Rirkrit said no,

he was just cooking. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI think what happens here is that rather

than speak or work in the capacity as an artist,

Rirkrit prefers to make himself very busy doing

something else in the space of art. Furthermore,

not unlike the Factory, yet dispersed amidst

many different art venues and dates, RirkritÕs

activity manages to temporarily construct a

rather peculiar set of social relations between

those in attendance. While he displaces the art

object and the figure of the artist from its

traditional place at center stage (to the kitchen),

perhaps reflecting Duchamp,Êhis presence

usually forms a quiet yet influential and shape-

giving center for those present. Rirkrit does

manage to produce art while not working in the

capacity of an artist, yet to do so he really makes

himself very busy: he works very hard doing

something else.

Andy Warhol, Feet and Campbell's Soup Can, ca.1961. Ballpoint ink on

paper.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊI feel that the ethos behind much of this has

to do with the communist dream of non-

alienated work. When Marx writes about the end

of division of labor and narrow

professionalization, he describes a society where

identity and social roles are extremely fluid: one

day you can be a street cleaner, the next day an

engineer, a cook, an artist, or a mayor.

3

 In this

scenario, alienation disappears and art becomes

indistinguishable from everyday life: it dissolves

in life. Historically there is a clear trajectory of

this desire for the dissolution of art, which is

visible in artistic practices from early modernism

to the present day. This desire may be actually

older than communism and, in a certain way, it

outlasts the collapse of communist ideology,

which makes me think that this may be

something deeper than ideology. It could be that

11.14.11 / 19:16:05 EST



this desire has to do with a need to reclaim a

reality that art may have had prior to the

industrialization of society. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×

Anton Vidokle is an editor of e-flux journal.
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊ1

Lawrence Weiner, Declaration of

Intent (1968):

1. The artist may construct the

piece.

2. The piece may be fabricated.

3. The piece need not be built.

Each being equal and consistent

with the intent of the artist the

decision as to condition rests

with the receiver upon the

occasion of receivership.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ2

Hannah Arendt, The Human

Condition (Chicago: The

University of Chicago Press,

1958), 7.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ3

Karl Marx, The German

IdeologyÊ(1845) (Amherst, NY:

Prometheus Books, 1998), 53:

ÊÊÊÊÊÊFor as soon as the division of

labour comes into being, each

man has a particular, exclusive

sphere of activity, which is

forced upon him and from which

he cannot escape. He is a

hunter, a fisherman, a shepherd,

or a critical critic, and must

remain so if he does not want to

lose his means of livelihood;

whereas in communist society,

where nobody has one exclusive

sphere of activity but each can

become accomplished in any

branch he wishes, society

regulates the general production

and thus makes it possible for

me to do one thing today and

another tomorrow, to hunt in the

morning, fish in the afternoon,

rear cattle in the evening,

criticise after dinner, just as I

have a mind, without ever

becoming hunter, fisherman,

shepherd or critic. This fixation

of social activity, this

consolidation of what we

ourselves produce into material

power above us, growing out of

our control, thwarting our

expectations, bringing to naught

our calculations, is one of the

chief factors in historical

development up till now.
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Design culture
is a frozen shithole
Listen, don’t get me wrong, I love setting type, and I
love writing code, and I love breaking down problems
and challenges and all that good design stuff; but in the
year 2014, 90% of what passes for culture amongst
designers (and more broadly, amongst the technology
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industry) makes me want to puke flat-coloured stomach
acid rainbows. It’s gotten to the point that I balk when
introducing myself as a designer. This is really
frustrating. And like those rainbows, it’s also incredibly
toxic.

Fundamentally, my biggest problem with the general
culture of design right now is that it strikes me as less
involved with real-world problem solving and more with
fairy tales and navel-gazing. Stefan Sagmeister touched
on an element of this recently in a brief video for the
FITC conference; responding to an interview with a roller
coaster designer who referred to himself as “a story-
teller”, Sagmeister said:

No, fuck-head! You’re not a story-teller, you’re a roller
coaster designer — and that’s fantastic!

https://vimeo.com/98368484
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Sagmeister goes on to assert that design has taken on
“the mantle of ‘bullshit’” — “now everyone is a story-
teller” — and, frankly, I can’t say my feelings are much
different. Last December, I published an article
addressing the whimsical jargon that the technology
industry so loves to employ, but the core of my discontent
wasn’t about language in and of itself, it was about a
deeper problem, a problem of which bullshit language
was but one symptom. It’s a problem that Jonathan
Korman summed up so well, I’m going to quote him
again here:

We cannot get past this argument about language just
yet because I don’t think we really have an argument
about language. We have an argument about what we
do, a genuine and profound disagreement.

—Jonathan Korman, Whither “User Experience
Design”?

We in the technology industry are prone to over-
intellectualising and hyping up everything, a fact so well-
known as to become the subject of parody by
programmes like Silicon Valley (that’s probably my
favourite scene, by the way).

Still from Sagmeister’s interview for FITC

http://blog.colepeters.com/our-foul-language/
http://boxesandarrows.com/this-thing-that-we-do/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jzDTXdFXA0
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And while our aggrandising of bullshit through language
is both notorious and aggravating, we aggrandise bullshit
even more-so by our actions:

We spend our time and energy not on things that
improve the lives of people around us in an honest
fashion, but on whatever seems most profitable and
tempting to VCs; then, we convince ourselves that our
profit-centric ventures are actually humanitarian
causes because it sounds really good in the press and
makes us feel special and warm and fuzzy. (It also
makes people trust us more than they should, which is
great for profits.)

We start companies just to flip them, taking
consumers along for the joy-ride only to finish things
off with a “we’re so thrilled to announce we’re moving
on…” blog post, as if it wasn’t our plan to use people
and their data as stepping stones to selling out the
whole time. (Congratulations to Icebergs, by the way 
— a company that “set out to create a private space in
the cloud for you to save, organize and collaborate
around your projects like never before”, who this
week announced in the floweriest of prose their
acquisition by Pinterest. Super cool story, bros. Glad
to see your interest in “private spaces” showing so
strongly.)

•

•

http://internet.org/
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…and, ultimately:

We lack a shit-tonne of imagination, especially for
people working in such a supposedly innovative field
as technology. We follow the same worn-out, well-
trodden, clichéd paths of those who came before us,
over and over again, claiming to be the next best
thing, when in reality we’re just the latest in a series of
cookie-cutter gimmicks and frauds hoping to be
validated by soulless marketplaces and rich white
geriatrics like those bright-eyed, pimple-pocked stars
that came before us.

(Yeah, this is definitely one of those feel-good articles. Be
right back, gotta grab a shot of gummy juice.)

•
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Design culture is boring and aggravating the shit out of
me because when designers aren’t busy enabling the
circus I’ve described above (though designers aren’t
alone in that enabling, they are a big part of it), it seems
our biggest collective aim is to come up with shit like this
and this — skin-deep “explorations”, “experiments” and
“visions” that take our profession down to the level of a
high-school art class. (Both of these examples were near
the top of leading design news websites and mailing lists,
by the way.)

The First Things First 2014 manifesto, which I lead the
production of, claims that it is not the signatories’ desire
to take the fun out of life, and as a signatory I hold to that
assertion. But this isn’t about scoffing at a bit of fun, or
attempting to maintain a professional curriculum of
grave, high-stakes, high-impact work — there should
always be room for light-heartedness and
experimentation in our work, but not at the expense of
failing to create something greater than ourselves. This is

Making the Internet affordable? How about making it more easier for Facebook to gobble up your personal
data? Welcome to good-will in the surveillance economy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojwdmgmdR_Q
https://www.behance.net/gallery/18743663/Google-in-my-opinion
http://firstthingsfirst2014.org/
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about taking a hard look at what we’re collectively saying
about ourselves and our work, and what we seem to be
saying through is our actions is thus:

Fuck everyone except me, my friends, and if possible,
our wallets.

The world is a huge place, probably huger than we can
fathom most of the time. With that size, with that
population, with that unbelievable variety of peoples and
societies, comes a myriad of challenges and also
opportunities. We as a profession are choosing to focus
on an excessively small piece of this picture, a piece that
far too often spans no further than our own selfish
interests and desire for fame, recognition, ego-fanning
and financial reward. I don’t want to come across as
some doomsday-sayer, nor do I want to pitch some
“design can save the world” hyperbole, because that’s just
a massive step in another horrible direction. But the fact
is this: designers and technologists hold an incredible
amount of sway in dictating how our world will move
forward — a potential that we are spurning left, right and
centre.

“What you make is what you stand for.”
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—David Hieatt

There was once a time when design was a vehicle for
social change, for political disruption, for speaking up
and giving a big “fuck you” to the status quo. But you’d
never suspect this looking at the majority of designers
and design culture today. At one end of the spectrum, we
have neophytes looking to break into the scene by
creating fantastical and completely misguided redesigns
of popular websites and brands; at the other, we have
corporate legionnaires smooth-talking their billionaire
criminal CEOs into the idea that “design thinking” will
totally turn their monolithic, gaping enterprises into
something fundamentally meaningful (or at least,
noticeably more profitable). This is a miserable state of
affairs.

It’s time to step up and reject this nonsense. There are
bigger problems in this world for design to solve. They
don’t even have to be on a massive, humanitarian scale — 
they can be small and humble and meek, and still make
an exponentially more positive difference than whatever
bogus dream Silicon Valley is shoving down our throats
this week. (For the record, I’d consider designing flyers
for your local corner store better than what’s touted as
‘design’ in the Valley.) There are so many things, from the
simple to the most grandiose in scale, that can be

http://davidhieatt.typepad.com/doonethingwell/2014/06/what-you-make-is-what-you-stand-for.html
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improved in this world; if you can’t find an honest-to-
goodness, human-centric, non-rich-white-person
problem to solve, even if in your spare time and without
financial reward, then perhaps design is not a field you
should be working in. In fact, if this is the case, I would
urge you to drop what you’re doing and quietly exit the
industry. Right now. We don’t need more superficial
solutions to superficial problems. We need real answers
to real problems — big ones and small ones.

If design has truly taken on the mantle of bullshit, as
Stefan Sagmeister suggests, then there is only one group
of people who can toss that mantle into the fire and build
something better on top of its rotten, blessedly-torched
frame. I’ll give you a hint: it’s us. There’s not a lot of us in
the crowd, but we are there, and we’ve been waiting too
long. For years, we’ve been negating our potential, or
have been toiling in the shadows while far too few others
have paid our message any mind. It’s time for this state of
affairs to collapse.

It’s time to fight back.

This article was originally published on my blog.

The title of this article is a paraphrase of the Venetian

http://blog.colepeters.com/design-culture-is-frozen-shithole/
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Snares album title “Winnipeg Is A Frozen Shithole”,
otherwise having no contextual relation.




